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Abstract

The ranges of the propagation operator for the spherical diffusion equation are characterized as

weighted Hilbert spaces of hannonic functions.

§1. Introduction

We are concerned with the spherical reaction-diffusion equation

auat =liLB u. (1)

Here u = u(~,t) (~E Sq-l , t > 0) is the unknown function and liLB is the Laplace-Beltrami opera

tor on the unit sphere Sq-l in Rq.

As is well known (cf. e.g., [5], [6] or [4]) we have an identity decomposition for the Hilbert space
00

L 2(Sq-l) into spherical hannonics: L 2(Sq-l) = El H~ where H~ is the linear space of spherical
m=O

harmonics of degree m in IRq. For a sequence {A-mIme INo of positive numbers, then, we have a

well defined positive self-adjoint operator A on L 2(Sq-l), Le.
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00

00

D(A)={uE L 2(Sq-l) I L A~IIPmuII2<00}.
m=Q

The domain D(A), equipped with the inner product

00

(U,V)A = L A~(Pm U, Pm v)
m=Q

and corresponding norm

00

lIuII A =(L A~IIPmuII2)'h

m=Q -

is a Hilbert space by itself. If the sequence {Am} is such that R m I Am =0(1) for any R > 0, then

each u in D(A) extends uniquely to a harmonic function on IRq (cf. [2] Lemma 2 and [4]

Theorem IV. 1.10).

On the other hand, it is easy to see that the space

HAqij,L) ={U(X) harmonic on IRq 11Iull l1 ={J I u(x) 12 1J.(lx I)dx}'h <oo}
IR'

is a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product

(U,V)I1= J u(x)v(x)IJ.(lxl)dx.
IRq

Here IJ.: (0,00) ~ (0,00) is a Lebesgue measurable weight function.

The following basic result in [3] is on the identification of a space HA qij,L) with a space D(A) for

an appropriate pair of weight function IJ. and sequence {Ale}'

Theorem 1. Assume that a weight function IJ.: (0,00) ~ (0,00) and a positive sequence

{Am}me INo satisfy the conditions below:

1) Jr 2m+q - 1 lJ.(r)dr < 00, Vm E INo
o
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3) {A~} - Jr 2m+q-lll(r)dr. Here and afterwards, for two sequences of positive numbers
o

{am} and {bm} we write {am} - {bm} iff 0 < liminf(amb;l)::; limsup(amb;l) < 00.

Then the space HA qCll) is isomorphic to the space D(A) as nonned spaces. The isomorphism is

exactly the restriction-extension mapping. Furthennore, if, instead of condition 3) above,

A~ =Jr 2m
+q-l Il(r) dr, then the isomorphism is actually an isometry.

o

It is well known that (cf. [5], [6] or [4])

.1.LBu=-m(m+q-2)u, 'f;fUE HZt.

o

(2)

Thus the operator .1.LB , as defined on the algebraic direct sum of HZt (m E IN0), is essentially

self-adjoint in L 2(Sq-I). Its self-adjoint closure, still denoted .1.LB , is given by

l!1LB U =- L m(m +q -2)PmU

m=O

U E D(l!1LB ) = {u E L2(Sq-l) , :E [m(m+q-2)f IIPmuII2 <oo}.
m=O

The solution U =u(~,t) of (1) for the initial value u(O) =vEL2(Sq-l) is given by

U =ett.u v = :E e-tm(m+q-2) Pm v.
m=O

(3)

(4)

The range of the propagation operator at time t, R(/t.U
), Le., the possible states of the system at

time t starting from the initial states in L 2(Sq-l), is given by

D(e-tAu) = {u E L 2(Sq-l) I ~ e2tm(m+q-2) II Pm U 11 2 < oo}.
m=O

(5)

If instead of Equation (1) we consider the more general fractional spherical reaction-diffusion

equation

(1)'

then in place of (3)-(5) we have
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and

-(-liLB?/2 U =- 1: {m(m+q-2)} v12Pm u
m=O

00

U E D(-(-liLB?/2) = {U E L 2(Sq-l) I L {m(m+q-2)r IIPm uII2 <oo}
m=O

v/2 00 12
u =e-I (-6u ) V = L e-l (m(m+q-2)jv Pm V

m=O

v/2 00 12
D(e' (-6u ) )= {u E L 2(Sq-1) I L e21 (m(m+q-2)jv IIPm ull2 <oo}.

m=O

(3)'

(4)'

(5)'

The purpose of this paper is to characterize D(e' (-6u )v/2) applying Theorem 1 above, more pre

cisely. to identify it with a weighted Hilbert space of harmonic functions on JR q. Note that,
1(-6 )v/2

D(e LB ) equipped with the norm

II U II v,t =(1: e21lm(m+q-2)}v/2 II Pm U 11 2)112

m=O

is just the space X~ for X =L 2(Sq-1) and B =e(_6u )v/2 , in the notation of [4] Chapter I.

(6)

§2. Statement of Results

Theorem 2. Given I < vS; 2 and t > O. The space X~ =D(e' (-6u )'·f2) is isomorphic to the space

HA q(ll) as normed spaces under the restriction-extension mapping. Here 11: (0,00) ~ (0,00) is the

weight function given by

2-v

11(') =,-2 I log , I 2(v-1) e

2(v-1)
• 1

v-;::It-;:}
v

I log , I v-1 , , > O. (7)

Obviously conditions 1) and 2) in Theorem 1 hold true. The assertions in the present theorem are

proved provided condition 3) in Theorem 1 is verified, which is done in the next lemma.

Lemma 3. For 1 < v S; 2 and t > 0 fixed and 11 described as in Theorem 2 above we have

j ,2m+q-l 11(') dr _ e 2t [m(m+q-2)}v/2 .

o
(8)

o
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In order to prove this lemma we need the following delicate result of Brands ([ 1]) on the asymp

totic behaviours of integrals.

Theorem 4. Assume that a function M /R+ ~ /R+ satisfy the following conditions:

(i) ME C([O,oo, R), M E C 2([a, 00, R) for some a ~ 0, M"(x) > 0 (x~ a) and

M'(x) ~ 00 (x -+ 00).

(ii) There exists a positive function a on [b,oo) for some b ~ 0 such that

a(x) (M"(x»'h ~ 00 (x ~oo);

a(x) =:;; x (x~ b) ;

V't> 03A > 0 V'x~ A V'y~ 0 [Iy-x I=:;; a(x) ~ I C"(y)-C"(x) I =:;; tC"(x)].

Then the integral

+00

I(M,t) = Je,x-M(lx I) dx
-00

has the following asymptotic behaviour as t ~ 00:

I(M,t) =[ 21t ] ~ eW(I) (1 +0(1»
m'(m~(t))

= [21t(m~)'(t)]~ eM%(I) (1 +0(1»

I

where met) =M'(t), m~ (t) is the inverse function of met) and MX(t) =Jm~('t) d"C.
o

Corollary 5. For M : /R + ~ /R + satisfying the conditions in the theorem above and

(9)

o

M(x)=~xa+l + clog x forx sufficiently large (A >0, a>O, CE /R) (10)
a+l

we have

(11)

The proofs are given in the next section. Here we remark that, in the Hilbert space HA q(11) for the

weight function 11 given in (7) the differentiation operators are compact (cf. [3] and [4]).
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§3. Proofs

Proofof Corollary 5. We need to know the asymptotic behaviour ofm+-(t) as t ~ 00. We have

Since

y = m(x) = M'(x) = A x a + £ (x large).
x

m'(x) =M"(x) =A ax a- 1 - --%- > 0 for x large enough
x

(12)

the function m(x) is strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of 00. Therefore the inverse function

m +- (y) exists in a neighbourhood of 00. SUbstituting + for y and 1
1

for x in (12) we
- -

a a+1 a a+1 ro

have

F(a,ro) = roa - A - c aroa+1 = O. (13)

Clearly F(O,A Va) =0 and F(a,ro) is analytic in (a,ro) in the neighbourhood of (O,A Va). Accord

ing to Weierstrass' theorem we have the following expansion in a neighbourhood ofa =0:

Wz
A-lIaro=l+w1a+-~+ ...

2

So is true the expansion

1
-.,...---= l-W1 0+ ...
A -Va ro

(14)

(15)

Inserting (14) in (13) and equating the coefficient of a on both sides we obtain W 1 = c A Va • This
a

together with (15) implies that

1
X =--1--

o a+1 ro

A-Va
=--1- (1- W1 a+ ... )

a a+1

(16)

where c' is a constant. The series converges unifonnly in a neighbourhood of y =00, so does its

derivative. Thus we have
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t
Jm<-('t)d't

eM'(t) _ e a

~A-lIatI+lIa C
- e I+a - - log t.

a

Relation (11) then follows from relations (9), (17) and (I8).

ProofofLemma 3. For 1 < v::;; 2 we have

v v~
e2t (m(m+q-2)}v/2 _ e21m [1+2" m I

For M (x) in Corollary 5 we have

l(M,2m+q-2)

.!. (_I_I)-..£.. ~rlla(2m)I+lIa[1+(l+lIa)~l
_ (2m +q _2)2 a a e I+a 2m (a~ 1).

Consequently, if we could take a,e and A such that

lIe-(--1)--=0
20:0:

1
1+-=v

0:

I+l...
_0:_ A -lla 2 a = 2t
1+0:

then

l(M, 2m +q -2) _ e2t (m(m+q-2)}v/2.

It turns out that the system of equations (62) indeed has a set of solutions:

(17)

(18)

o

(19)

(20)

(21)
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1
a=--

v-I
v-2

c=---
2(v-l)

2
A =-----:-1-

(tV) v-l

On the other hand

00

Jr 2m+q-1 Jj.(r)dr = I e(2m+q-Z)x ll(e X )e2l: dx.
o -00

(22)

(23)

Relation (8) then follows from the relations (21), (22), (23), (7) and the fact that for any continu

ous function Il on (0,00) and 0 < 1 there exists a constant C Il such that

1+01

J r 2m+q-l Jj.(r)dr I
Hi

S CIl 1 [(l+O-I)2m+Q -(l-o)2m+q]
2m+q

=o(e 2Jm(m+q-Z)}v/2) (m ~oo).

Thus Lemma 3 is proved, so is Theorem 2.

Finally we remark that Theorem 1 is still valid for v > 2 in case q =2.

o
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